
New Zealand Essential Spelling Words
front, second, nearly, centre, straight, having, awhile

Finish the sentences and draw a picture about each sentence in the box.

Lily made it to the  
of the line.

Isabella  tripped 
over the dog.

Ben was so shocked he 
couldn’t speak .

Tessa was  the 
best time at her party.

Levi ended up coming 
 in the race.

Tim headed to the  of 
the museum.

Marge ran  for the pool.
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New Zealand Essential Spelling Words

Write a short story with the above words. Illustrate it in the box at the bottom.

brought, instead, believe, dollars, caught, someone, watch, quiet
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New Zealand Essential Spelling Words

These words are called  because they are shortened.

 Doesn’t is short for  .

 Weren’t is short for  .

 They’re is short for  .

 Wasn’t is short for  .

 Won’t is short for  .

 Don’t is short for  .

 Can’t is short for  .

 Couldn’t is short for  .

 Didn’t is short for  .

 We’re is short for  .

 You’re is short for  .

doesn’t, weren’t, you’re, they’re, wasn’t, won’t, don’t, can’t, couldn’t, didn’t, we’re
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New Zealand Essential Spelling Words

These words all have the  ending.

Write how they would be spelt without the  ending and write 
a sentence using each word.

 allowed 

  

  

 disappeared 

  

  

 hopped 

  

  

 scared 

  

  

 grabbed 

  

  

 stopped  

  

  

allowed, disappeared, hopped, scared, grabbed, stopped
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New Zealand Essential Spelling Words

These words are homophones. Use the correct homophone in the sentence and 
draw a picture.

Tama walked  the 
forest with his friend.

Gemma  the ball 
into the hoop.

Alex found a  
in the wall.

Toby ate the  pizza 
by himself.

threw, whole, through, hole
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New Zealand Essential Spelling Words

These words are called .

Write the correct word under the matching picture.

police, hospital, cannon, chocolate, friends, breakfast, lightning, video, field, present
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New Zealand Essential Spelling Words

These words all have three syllables. Write a sentence for each word. 

 everywhere 

  

 everyday 

  

 holidays 

  

 everybody 

  

 different 

  

 tomorrow 

  

 favourite 

  

 probably 

  

 excited 

  

 luckily 

  

everywhere, everyday, holidays, everybody, different, tomorrow, favourite,  
probably, excited, luckily
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